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**Sports**

**Top X-Country Runner at B.S.C.**

By Douglas Benson

Den Murphy was running along the college's main road this morning, when he strode onto the campus. Murphy put himself out there last Saturday, Nottoway State University. He ran through a few puddles, but that didn't bother him either, because the junior out of Bridgewater State College qualified for the cross country nationals down in Boston. Va. by coming in fourth in the NCAA qualification meet at Southeastern Massachusetts University.

It was a mile course and Den ran it in 5:04. Only three other runners in the Northeast Region were ahead of him, and that includes all the colleges in the region. Certainly, D. S. D. Dan is a top U.S. college runner as well. He has consistently shown his abilities, and at the same time, he has continued to improve his running times. Den has shown remarkable determination and dedication in his training, which is likely to continue in the future.

**Rugby Season Ends Even**

By Tim Ball

The Bridgewater Rugby football club has ended the season after their last game against Mass Maritime. The club went 4-4 this fall and is looking at a strong club for the spring season.

Captain Jim Lennon, when asked how he thought the backs worked out, said, and I was really impressed with the performance of his play. We have had the ninth summertime Award for Greg, Pollux who are, Greco east, "played super good!" I believe. Greco mentioned the miraculous efforts of Greg Di Bonio, Pete Schowack, Paul Zephyr, Nick Seaman, Jim Harden, Paul Schaglic, and the hosts of Andy and Pete McDonald and Montermont (p. 10).

**What 'Blatant Misconducts'?**

By Deb Santheson

After two hours of heated debate, the motion to impeach SGA President, Paul Dobson was voted down 14-0 at the Student Government Association meeting Tuesday night. The long night began with the motion to debate being moved and seconded. After the debate, the recommendations of the Student Court were brought to SGA 1st Vice President, Glenn Miller. The president to the letter, as read by Kutcher, requested that the remainder of the letter be read in Executive Session.

This motion was quickly passed and all discussions of the possible actions that had accumulated in the gallery were abruptly shut out into the halls and the doors were closed. After all, the time to act was during this time that Dobson continued defending his charges and a number of spectators were called upon to speak in his behalf. Said one student, "We want the SGA to be a cohesive force. We want them working as one not working as five or six parts." Finally, the motion to end debate was passed and a call was taken to the 30 minute period for applause, both from the gallery and the members. After the call, the Chambers on Dobson's second floor period turned into a 30 minute period turned into a 30 minute period turned into 15 minutes as no senators requested time to be given to them.

**TOXIC WASTE: Revisited**

By Janet Coffey

In last week's issue of THE COMMENT it was incorrectly reported that BSC dumped wastes into the Beavertown River. This report was incorrect due to the confusion caused by the lack of information. Despite the confusion, it was not the fault of Professor Miller. In fact, the confusion was caused by the lack of information. Professor Miller was concerned about the situation but he was not able to provide accurate information due to the lack of communication from BSC. However, he did take action to try and resolve the issue and ensure that proper procedures were followed to dispose of the wastes.

**A New Face at BSC**

By Janet Coffey

Last week, Miller introduced Professor Miller to the campus. Professor Miller met with students to discuss the importance of geography. He discussed the need for more students to be involved in geography courses and how they can benefit from learning about different parts of the world. He also talked about the importance of understanding the environment and how it affects our daily lives. Professor Miller's goal is to inspire students to be more engaged in geography and to help them see the relevance of the subject in their own lives.

Another fact not mentioned in the previous article was that the CEC was not only providing work opportunities for students, but they were also working as one team to ensure the project was successful. The CEC has a positive approach to learning and they use various methods to aid in the understanding of the courses.

In conclusion, Professor Miller's introduction to the campus was successful. He was able to engage students in the importance of geography and inspire them to be more involved in the subject. His approach to learning and his positive attitude towards the students and the environment made him a welcome addition to the BSC community.
Commentary

"Because they didn't like him..."

By Jeff Linahan and Elizabeth White

First of all, we must admit that both of us had some misgivings about Paul Dobson when we entered the S.G.A. chamber last night. It was hard not to realize that Dobson would hang himself if given enough rope, and we were there to witness his public lynching. However, even with the possibility of a lynching flying about in the air, we were able to agree on three points, observe, and hear both sides of the story before taking any action.

A wise decision indeed.

Not only did Dobson suffer in retaliation for his office, he also dissolved any negative beliefs with his ability to function as S.G.A. President.

So when he showed that even at S.G.A. President, he was able to function, and was not capable of being re-elected, we can win despite being re­­elected. Dobson is now an open book to the S.G.A.

First Vice President Davide Kevin Kuttcher should be applauded throughout the school for his campaign and fairness (in the same time keeping a refreshing pool of humor). A pleasing sense of praise include Seniors Dick Mares and Matthew Donoghue who have (perhaps) several excellent qualities. Senator George McClellan of the Students' Senate unite and move onto the next chapter.

In conclusion, students and the faculty should realize that we are not a racist society, but one that arose from a personality conflict. It doesn't matter if the students in the senate are black, white, or other. What matters is that they should be able to speak no matter what. Priests, everybody, we are in a society that is growing.

-By Paula Ripley

America's Obsession with the Kennedy's

By Stuart E. Gardner

In yesterday's lecture, President Kennedy's family was discussed. President Kennedy's family is as famous as his heroism, probably receive more coverage in print than the troubles of any other family. We want to know about these scandals and how the Kennedy family is doing now.

Generally, it would also be fair to say that people react which wasn't the case yesterday, the Kennedy family. The Kennedy family is as famous as his heroism, probably receive more coverage in print than the troubles of any other family. We want to know about these scandals and how the Kennedy family is doing now.

Especially these next two weeks, the Kennedys are under the spotlight. They will be able to see on television (some of us for the first time) the tragic end of the Kennedy family. Kennedy is now the proud owner of the American Dream. Now, we see the Kennedy family's withdrawal from the wide range of activities in which they have been involved. Since JFK: The Last Days, we have seen nothing new on the Kennedy family. We are wondering if they have something to hide.

Other points of interest to the American public are the lives of the women who married into this illustrious family. What do they think about the Kennedys? Do they enjoy managing their household, their husbands? Most of the women we saw on television are being interviewed by the Kennedys. Most of them are the wives of the Kennedys. More of them are the children's mothers and the children's mothers.

Let's give them credit

-By Paul, Robert Mr., and Robert Mr.
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America's Obsession with the Kennedy's

By Paula Ripton

Why is it that the Americans are so hung up on the Kennedy family? Everyone thinks of them as the Kennedys and wants to know all the details of their personal lives. Is this because we are all so interested in reading the tabloids and hearing about the troubles of other people? We want to know about the Kennedys and how the Kennedys feel about their troubles with the Kennedys.
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Classifieds

Oasis Notes
By Joyce E. Turnbull

FL 350 Philosophy Seminar: Business Ethics (James MWF 12A) a course concerned with analyzing the ideas of several standards can be used to examine their work.

FL 404 Theories of Moral Standards TTH 10A, a historical survey of the major problems and theories in ethics, will be pursued.

FL 407 Philosophy of Science (James MWF 12A) a course about science which aims at analyzing the ideas of several standards can be used to examine their work.

RE 352 Theories in Religious Studies: Judaism (TTH 10A) a course that aims at analyzing the ideas of several standards can be used to examine their work.

RE 352 Theories in Religious Studies: Hinduism (BR, MWF 12A) a course that aims at analyzing the ideas of several standards can be used to examine their work.

You Can Be Guaranteed A Job In Management Right After Graduation

A FREE CLASS RING
Registration Coupon

Name ____________________________
Home Address _______________________
Home Phone _________________________
School Phone _________________________
Grad. Year ___________________________
Finger Size __________________________
Design Number _______________________
Senior Yearbook Pictures

STUDIO ONE photographers will be at Bridgewater State College on November 21 and 22 to take the first group of senior portraits. All seniors who are members of the BSC December choir are urged to take advantage of this opportunity to have pictures taken.

A studio will be set up in the Student Union. Make-up noon (near the Communications office) with the adjacent changing rooms available for changing clothes. The hours will have been established for 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Any problems with these hours will be handled by the Portrait Department. Appointments can be made with the Portrait Department. The entire campus has been posted with all necessary information. Additional hours for portraits will be held during the weeks of February 18, 1984. But seniors are encouraged to make extra appointments to have proofs completed before the end of their current semester. Only those seniors who have placed a glossy in the Portrait Department will be listed in the Yearbook.

B.J.k. Will you marry me, Hair?

Free Jobbing Newspaper
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For Sale

Car Stereo: AM/FM cassette player, automatic record changer plus 3-way speaker system. Features include holiday decoration, knitted work, baked goods, crafts, plants, sweaters, wreaths, and many more baked goods, crafts, plants, sweaters, wreaths, and many more. The Grand Prize Raffle will be a Panasonic AM/FM stereo, 8 track, $240 or $55 if you win the sweepstakes. Roommates wanted for furnished 2 bedroom cottage, television, stereo, and full kitchen facilities. On private lake, utilities included, $300/month. Call 528-8877 for details. Odd and End Sale, including furnishings, the town of Brockton on Nov. 19 (Sat.) and Nov. 20 (Sun.), 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at 10 a.m. Please call 588-2788 for directions. See your Jostens' representative for a complete selection of rings and details of Jostens' Creative Financing Plans. Thanksgiving, November 23, 1983

The Department of PHILOSOPHY and RELIGIOUS STUDIES announces the following elective courses for the Spring Semester

FL 350 Philosophy Seminar: Business Ethics (James WVF, D2). A course concerned with analyzing social issues of standards and goals that should be used in operating firms.
FL 464 Theories of Mind (Shanklin THT). A historical survey of the main problems and theories in the field of mind. This course will begin with a discussion of controversial issues.
FL 467 Philosophy of Science (James WVF, D2). A course which seeks to determine the many ways science can be understood and to determine whether there is a "true" world.
PR 351 Religion, Faith, and Reason (Cheney MWF, H2). A course which aims at understanding the various ways in which religion, science, and reason interact.
RE 351-1 Topics in Religious Studies: The Life of Jesus (Baker MWF). Based on Biblical and non-Biblical sources, the course will consider the historical evidence for the life and death of Jesus.
RE 351-2 Topics in Religious Studies: Religion and Morality (Boyle MWF, J). Religious teachings regarding current moral issues including abortion, euthanasia, human sexuality, terrorism, nuclear war, and the environment.
RE 333-1 Topics in Religious Studies: Medieval Christianity (Kay TTH). A course in Christianity before the time of the Great Schism of the 11th century.

Notes

FL 125 Religion, Secularism, and Modernity (Boyle). A course concerned with the interface between modern secularism and religious organizations and the effects of modern secular society on religious organizations.
FL 126 Society and Religion: A Survey (Boyle MWF). Two evenings a week, the course will consider the relationship between society and religion, including a look at the effects of modern secularism on religious organizations.

Catholic Center Christmas Bazaar

The Catholic Center at Bridgewater State College will host its annual Christmas Bazaar on Saturday, December 22nd, from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. in the Student Union. The Bazaar will be open during the day with a variety of different items available for sale. The sale will include baked goods, crafts, plants, sweaters, wreaths, and many other items. Tickets at the door, $3.00 per person. All proceeds will benefit the Catholic Center at Bridgewater State College.

Free Forensic Society Fares Well in Tournament

The BSC Forensic Society was among three teams to win the first tournament of the 1984 season. The tournament, sponsored by the Colleges Forensics Association, was held on November 23, 1983 at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. A Special College Career Development Conference was held in conjunction with the tournament.

Forensic Science Society major Charles Blair took two podiums in the first intercollegiate competition. Charles received second place in the 9th grade addition, the place trophy in extemporaneous speaking.

Senior Communication major and President Tim Blanchard received the fifth place trophy in persuasive speaking.

Seniors Political Science major Charles Blair took two podiums in the first intercollegiate competition. Charles received second place in the 9th grade addition, the place trophy in extemporaneous speaking.

Three of the four seniors were placed sixth in the information bowl. The Grand Prize Raffle will be a Panasonic AM/FM stereo, 8 track, $240 or $55 if you win the sweepstakes. Roommates wanted for furnished 2 bedroom cottage, television, stereo, and full kitchen facilities. On private lake, utilities included, $300/month. Call 528-8877 for details. Odd and End Sale, including furnishings, the town of Brockton on Nov. 19 (Sat.) and Nov. 20 (Sun.), 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at 10 a.m. Please call 588-2788 for directions. See your Jostens' representative for a complete selection of rings and details of Jostens' Creative Financing Plans. Thanksgiving, November 23, 1983
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PR 351 Religion, Faith, and Reason (Cheney MWF, H2). A course which aims at understanding the various ways in which religion, science, and reason interact.
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RE 351-2 Topics in Religious Studies: Religion and Morality (Boyle MWF, J). Religious teachings regarding current moral issues including abortion, euthanasia, human sexuality, terrorism, nuclear war, and the environment.
RE 333-1 Topics in Religious Studies: Medieval Christianity (Kay TTH). A course in Christianity before the time of the Great Schism of the 11th century.

Notes

FL 125 Religion, Secularism, and Modernity (Boyle). A course concerned with the interface between modern secularism and religious organizations and the effects of modern secular society on religious organizations.
FL 126 Society and Religion: A Survey (Boyle MWF). Two evenings a week, the course will consider the relationship between society and religion, including a look at the effects of modern secularism on religious organizations.

Catholic Center Christmas Bazaar

The Catholic Center at Bridgewater State College will host its annual Christmas Bazaar on Saturday, December 22nd, from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. in the Student Union. The Bazaar will be open during the day with a variety of different items available for sale. The sale will include baked goods, crafts, plants, sweaters, wreaths, and many other items. Tickets at the door, $3.00 per person. All proceeds will benefit the Catholic Center at Bridgewater State College.

Free Forensic Society Fares Well in Tournament

The BSC Forensic Society was among three teams to win the first tournament of the 1984 season. The tournament, sponsored by the Colleges Forensics Association, was held on November 23, 1983 at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. A Special College Career Development Conference was held in conjunction with the tournament.

Forensic Science Society major Charles Blair took two podiums in the first intercollegiate competition. Charles received second place in the 9th grade addition, the place trophy in extemporaneous speaking.

Senior Communication major and President Tim Blanchard received the fifth place trophy in persuasive speaking.

Seniors Political Science major Charles Blair took two podiums in the first intercollegiate competition. Charles received second place in the 9th grade addition, the place trophy in extemporaneous speaking.
**Entertainment**

Tony, Larry, Zito & Bean...

The Connection

By Michael A. Ricciard

On Wed., Nov. 9 BSC was the perfect setting for the premiere of "Comedy Connection." The program committee decided it was the best time to feature the comedy of the well known comedy team that has been together since 1980.

Tony V., a native of New York, is known for his off the wall material and for wearing his hat backwards. Larry Sullivan, a mathematician who was once an instructor at Jay Leno's alma mater, Harvard University, is noted for his unique way of looking at the world (i.e., "I'm not a very serious writer...""). His material is little more than long strings of irrelevant questions and answers, which often border on the absurd.

In the middle of this group is Ed "Eddie!" Zito, the band's leader. Eddie is a "serious" comic who is known for his routine which he described as "a bit more sophisticated than a lot of the other comics around here." His material is often not as tongue in cheek as the other comics, but is still very funny. His routine makes the audience laugh in a more sophisticated way.

And then there is Zito Bean, who was diagnosed with a condition called "Zito Bean" at a young age (i.e., "I'm not really sure what it is but...""). His material is often a series of jokes that have been written by other comics, but he has put his own spin on them. His routine often has a dark humor that the audience can find either offensive or amusing.

In the past few years, the Connection has performed for a wide variety of audiences. They have played on many college campuses and have also performed at the famed Comedy Store in Hollywood.

They have been very successful in their career, and have performed for some of the biggest names in the business. They have worked with such comedians as Jay Leno, David Letterman, and Conan O'Brien.

The Connection is a group of comics who have been together for over 20 years. They have been featured on television shows and have even performed on Broadway.

They are known for their unique brand of humor, which is often dark and twisted. They have been described as "one of the funniest groups in the business."

**Scouting Report From Cluubland**

By Robert Flynn

Thursday the 17th

The Channel, 25 Natic St., Boston, 451-1905, The Real Comedy

Eddiel Ricciardi, a 1985 graduate of Brownstone State University, is a stand-up comedian who has been performing for over a decade. He has performed in a variety of venues, from nightclubs to college campuses.

Ricciardi's style is unique, and he often incorporates his own brand of humor into his act. His routines often include jokes about his own life, such as his experiences as a college student and his job as a bartender.

He is known for his ability to make the audience laugh, and his performances are often remembered by those who have attended his shows.

He is a popular performer among college students, and his shows are often sold out.

**CAMPUS EVENTS**

Thursday, November 17: In the Rathskeller 8-12 "Roundhouse"

Friday, November 18: In the Rathskeller 9-11 "Club Role" & "Tootie" 19 and 21 at 8:00 p.m. in the Orchardville, tickets are available at the Student Union Information Booth.

Saturday, November 20: "The Nutcracker" performed by the Connecticut College Ballet in the Student Union, tickets are available at the Student Union Information Booth.

**EMPRI RE BRASS**

On Thursday, December 1, 1987, the Empire Brass Quantum Ensemble, consisting of 15 musicians, will present a concert in the recreation center at Brownstone State University. The Ensemble will play a variety of music, including classical, jazz, and contemporary compositions.

The concert will begin at 8:00 p.m., and tickets are available at the Student Union Information Booth. The performance is free to all patrons, and families with children are encouraged to attend.

**Bob Smith’s Trivia**

1. What is the name of Fonzie’s favorite magazine? (Remember, Fonzie is from "Happy Days.")

2. What color is the river by which Larry内的 was destroyed? (Remember, Larry内的 is from "Here’s Larry内的 II.")

3. A young bear is called a cub. A young whale is called a calf. What do you call a young Kangaroo? (Remember, Kangaroos are from Australia.)

4. What is Kazma Abdul-Jabbar’s name before he had it changed to Jabbar? (Remember, Jabbar is from "The Winning Team.")

5. The number of Supreme Court justices who do not date is____.

6. The number of contestants in "The Connection" is____.

The Correct Answers:

1. Real

2. Yellow

3. Whole

4. Kangaroo

5. A cub

6. 2

**It’s That Time Again!!!**

This January, thousands of students from across the country will have the opportunity to participate in the annual Snowstorm Week event. This year's event will take place from January 18th to 22nd, and will feature a variety of exciting activities and events.

In addition to participating in the traditional activities such as snowboarding and skiing, students can also choose from a range of alternative and adventurous activities, including a hike in the nearby mountains, a visit to an abandoned factory, a trip to a nearby beach, and a night at the local casino.

Check your student ID for details, as some events may require special registration or admission fees. And don't forget to pack your warmest clothes, as the weather can be quite cold.

**Snowstorm Week Special**

This year, Snowstorm Week will feature a special package deal for students who participate in all five events.

- Hotel Lodging: $173
- Condo Lodging: $149
- Package includes: All events, snowboarding, and shuttle services.

Check your student ID for details, as some events may require special registration or admission fees. And don't forget to pack your warmest clothes, as the weather can be quite cold.

**Hotel Lodging**

- $173 per person, includes: All events, snowboarding, and shuttle services.
- Package includes: All events, snowboarding, and shuttle services.
- Check your student ID for details, as some events may require special registration or admission fees. And don't forget to pack your warmest clothes, as the weather can be quite cold.

**Condo Lodging**

- $149 per person, includes: All events, snowboarding, and shuttle services.
- Package includes: All events, snowboarding, and shuttle services.
- Check your student ID for details, as some events may require special registration or admission fees. And don't forget to pack your warmest clothes, as the weather can be quite cold.

**CAMPUS VACATION ASSOCIATIONS**

- Snowstorm Week: 3 days, 5 nights
- Check your student ID for details, as some events may require special registration or admission fees. And don't forget to pack your warmest clothes, as the weather can be quite cold.

**EMPRI RE BRASS**

On Thursday, December 1, 1987, the Empire Brass Quantum Ensemble will present a concert in the recreation center at Brownstone State University. The Ensemble will play a variety of music, including classical, jazz, and contemporary compositions.

The concert will begin at 8:00 p.m., and tickets are available at the Student Union Information Booth. The performance is free to all patrons, and families with children are encouraged to attend.

**Hotel Lodging**

- $173 per person, includes: All events, snowboarding, and shuttle services.
- Package includes: All events, snowboarding, and shuttle services.
- Check your student ID for details, as some events may require special registration or admission fees. And don't forget to pack your warmest clothes, as the weather can be quite cold.

**Condo Lodging**

- $149 per person, includes: All events, snowboarding, and shuttle services.
- Package includes: All events, snowboarding, and shuttle services.
- Check your student ID for details, as some events may require special registration or admission fees. And don't forget to pack your warmest clothes, as the weather can be quite cold.

**CAMPUS VACATION ASSOCIATIONS**

- Snowstorm Week: 3 days, 5 nights
- Check your student ID for details, as some events may require special registration or admission fees. And don't forget to pack your warmest clothes, as the weather can be quite cold.
Tony, Larry, Zito and Bean...
The Connection

By Michael A. Ricciard

On Wed., Nov. 8 BSC was the setting for the third annual "Comedy Connection." The evening was filled with funny and talented comedians and will no doubt go down in BSC history as one of the funniest events of the year.

Tony, a 23 year old University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee student, voiced his sexual frustrations in a routine that was quite revealing and very amusing.

One of the best parts of the night was the audience involvement with "I'll be talking to a different audience every night and no new jokes!" Tony succeeded almost perfectly in this effort, as he started to build his image with the audience.

The last act of the year was performed by a special guest, Larry Sullivan, clad in a colored shirt, sunglasses, and an ill-fitting pair of red slacks locked into a stand at the center of the stage.

Larry's style was very laid-back. He had an easygoing approach to his material, and it seemed to be a combination of a stand-up and some of the tired, old jokes of the late 60's. Larry was quite good with his material and was able to keep the audience laughing. The other acts were much more polished and put together compared to Larry's act.

Scouting Report From Clubland

By Robert Flynn

Thursday the 17th
The Channel, 25 N. State, Boston. 451-1905. The real player of the night was the Burning Spear. Some of their recent releases include: "Carmen," a political statement; "Release," which speaks to the growing awareness of world events, with its message that "RFK is Guilty!" and "Freedom Day."

Friday the 18th
BSU Ret, Bridgewater State University. Open the program committee made a midnight trip to the grill and was rewarded with a sold-out crowd and quite a few good bands. Some of the highlights included: Snowbowl Station (screaming "Smash!" in a no-nonsense manner); and the highly rated surf band, "Rock and Roll."

Wednesday, November 17, 1983
The Channel, 25 N. State, B.S.U. 451-1905

The Connection

Bob Smith's "Trivia"

1. What is the name of Fonzie's favorite magazine? "TV Guide" (I know it's a lie, but it's called "TV Guide")
2. What was the name of the river by which was released? "Maw and Wickett's"...I thought it was "Maw and Wickett's"
3. A young bear is called a cub. A young lady is called a cow. What do you call a young kangaroo?
4. What is the name of Superman's real parents who died when the planet Krypton was destroyed?
5. The Winners of the Contest: Number 7: Bob Joyce, and the Winners of the Contest: Number 8: Dave Liles

Bob Joyce (7)
Dave Liles (8)

EMPIRE BRASS

By Mark Pimlott

Rod Serling...The name immediately conjures up an image of a man with an enormous imagination. The impossible, the unreal considered. Rod Serling was a no-nonsense, no-questions-asked writer. His scripts were filled with a sense of humor. His characters were always in a dilemma. His stories were always filled with twists and turns. His characters were always facing a moral dilemma. His stories were always filled with suspense and tension.

But Serling's work was not just limited to TV. He was also a successful author, a screenwriter, and a producer. His work has been translated into many languages and has been published in many countries.

The Empire Brass Quintet is a group of five musicians who have been performing together for over 20 years. They have performed in many countries and have won numerous awards. Their music is filled with passion and energy. They are a true testament to the power of music.

The Empire Brass Quintet will be performing at the Boston Public Library on November 17th at 8 p.m.

It's That Time Again!!!

This January, join thousands of students from all over the world for a winter wonderland experience at the 8th Annual Snowmester trip. Antioch College students will be joining other ski weeks - there's something for everyone! Whether you're a beginner or an expert, we guarantee you loads of fun and great entertainment. Movies, dancing and parties galore.

And take a look at our special prices:

- Single Room: $80 per person
- Quad Room: $60 per person

The Empire Brass Quintet is a group of five musicians who have been performing together for over 20 years. They have performed in many countries and have won numerous awards. Their music is filled with passion and energy. They are a true testament to the power of music.

The Empire Brass Quintet will be performing at the Boston Public Library on November 17th at 8 p.m.

It's That Time Again!!!

This January, join thousands of students from all over the world for a winter wonderland experience at the 8th Annual Snowmester trip. Antioch College students will be joining other ski weeks - there's something for everyone! Whether you're a beginner or an expert, we guarantee you loads of fun and great entertainment. Movies, dancing and parties galore.

And take a look at our special prices:

- Single Room: $80 per person
- Quad Room: $60 per person
**What is “OASIS”?**

By Jane Livingston

OASIS: Older than Average Student Involvement. What do we have in common with the SA we are familiar with? We have tuition, classes, homework, books to carry, parking problems, and the same traffic jam, meet, snow, sunshine along the walk. We share the same cafeteria, library, scheduling conflicts, and suffer the porcupininess of memory during an exam.

But we share an even greater mutual experience - the dynamic process of campus approaches to life, decision-making, encouragement, and the feeling of solidarity and identity. It is

**Creative Dance Offerings**

Do you know that it is possible to take six three-credit courses in Theatre Arts, and one in Physical Education? The following courses are offered: Two or three semesters on a rotating basis, by Professor Carl Miller of the Theatre Arts Faculty:

- **CT 220 Creative Dance I** 3 cr.
- **CT 230 Movement and Dance for Children** 3 cr.
- **CT 320 Creative Dance II** 3 cr.
- **CT 392 Movement in the Creative Arts** 3 cr.
- **CT 392 Dance History** 3 cr.
- **CT 230 Expressive Movement** 3 cr.

In CT 200, Movement and Dance for Actors is taken by students the first four weeks of the term. CT 220, Creative Dance I, does not require a prerequisite of one-credit dance course, or consent of the instructor. CT 220, Creative Dance I, is a 1-credit course open to all who like to dance, does not require a credit in the arts and performs. PE 160 and 162 are one credit, one-quarter courses in Creative Dance. Dynamic Movement in Physical Education is also required.

The goal of the Creative Dance program is to find release, and nurture the dancer in anyone. Anyone who can move can dance. Each one of us is creative in some measure. We can explore and develop our own dance style, and develop a wider range of dance and skill in dancing with others. So if you've always wanted to dance, the right course is here.
Hello, my name is Jack Murray and I am Bridgewater State College's Student Government Association President. My job is to represent the interests of the Student Government Association to the administration and the Board of Trustees. I am also involved in several subcommittees of the SGA and a member of the SGA Executive Board. Anyone who would like to talk to me about anything can come to the SGA office, third floor of the Student Union, just before the Game Room, and arrangements will be made for us to meet.

**What is “OASIS”?**

By Jane Livingston

OASIS: Older than Average Student Internship & Study Options, what do we have in common with the younger students? We have tuition, classes, homework, books to carry, parking problems, and the same trek through rain, sleet, snow, sunshine through the sun, sun down. We share the same cafeteria, library, scheduling conflicts, and suffer through porphyria/naples of memory during an exam. But we share an even greater mutual experience - the dynamic process of identity and independence.

The goal of the Creative Dance program is to find, release, and nurture the dancer in everyone. Anyone who can move and artistry in dancing with others. So if you've always wanted to dance, is right for you, and develop your movement imagination, consider the Creative Dance offering.

**OASIS**

But we share an even greater mutual experience - the dynamic process of identity and independence.

---

**Creative Dance Offerings**

Do you know that it is possible to take six three-credit courses in Theatre Arts, and one in Physical Education? Following courses are offered, two or three each semester, by Professor Cora Miller of the Theatre Arts Faculty:

- **CT 225 Creative Dance I**
- **CT 290 Creative Dance II**
- **CT 302 Creative Dance III**
- **CT 320 Creative Dance IV**
- **CT 325 Creative Dance V**

**Programs**

**JANUARY, SUMMER, AND FALL PROGRAMS AROUND THE WORLD**

Do Field Study research techniques with a team of students from across the country.

- **Central America**
- **East Africa**
- **Amazon"**
- **Marine Mammals**
- **South America**
- **Caribbean**
- **East Africa**
- **Africa"**
- **West Africa""**

**ALL COURSES CARRY ACADEMIC CREDIT**

**HAD PROBLEMS WITH YOUR:**

- **Car Dealer**
- **Utility Company**
- **Contractor**
- **Landlord**
- **Insurance Claim**
- **Refund**

**ANY CONSUMER PROBLEM AT ALL?**

**Call the BSC PIRG Consumer Hotline**

Monday - Friday

12:00 - 3:00

ext. 2313

You can get ACTION

---

**School For Field Studies**

**JANUARY, SUMMER, AND FALL PROGRAMS AROUND THE WORLD**

**ACTIVITIES**

- **Learn Field Study research techniques with a team of students from across the country**
- **Participate in lab experiences in endangered ecosystems**
- **Participate in potential career or major**

**SHARING AN INTEREST IN LEARNING**

**Check one or more**

- **Advisors**
- **Advisors**
- **Advisors**
- **Advisors**

**Month-long summer courses**

- **Audubon**
- **Audubon**
- **Audubon**
- **Audubon**

**Call for more information**

School for Field Studies

10 Western Avenue

Cambridge, MA 02139

(617) 865-9400

---

**Another Coffeehouse**

...only this time we're reading poetry...

Come. Have a cup of coffee and a donut and listen to some of your fellow students (and faculty) read their works. Or, read some yourself. Bring any poems or short stories that you have written (even if you have already submitted them) or even a piece from a favorite author. Read your poems/stories in your voice and style. No one will criticize your work, so no one should feel embarrassed or apprehensive.

**Tuesday Nov. 22nd at 7:00pm**

**The Duxbury Room**

**3rd Floor Student Union**

brought to you by

**The Bridgewater Arts Review**

---

**Heathbreak House at BSC**

The Department of Speech Communication, Theatre, and Communication Disorders announces its Laboratory Theatre presentation of the Mark Twain play, "Heathbreak House." The play is directed by George Bernard Shaw, played by a production of the Massachusetts Theatre Company, and opened on November 17. Performances will be held at 8:00 p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Sunday, and 3:00 p.m. Saturday, in the Student Union Auditorium. For further information, call the Theatre Department at (617) 491-9000.

---

**What is SGA Profile of the Week**

22. 5:30 p.m.

I am also involved in Student Government Association Co-ordinator. My job is to work out of the Student Government Association to represent SGA to outside student organizations. My main involvement in the present term is with a growing state-wide student organization called the Student Animation Association of Massachusetts (S.A.M.). This is an association of the three state universities, eleven state colleges, and thirteen state community colleges in Massachusetts. Their purpose is to develop a lobby for student rights and to discuss important issues in the student organization in Massachusetts. The next meeting is at Worcester State College on November 1.

---

**Another Coffeehouse**

...only this time we're reading poetry...

Come. Have a cup of coffee and a donut and listen to some of your fellow students (and faculty) read their works. Or, read some yourself. Bring any poems or short stories that you have written (even if you have already submitted them) or even a piece from a favorite author. Read your poems/stories in your voice and style. No one will criticize your work, so no one should feel embarrassed or apprehensive.

**Tuesday Nov. 22nd at 7:00pm**

**The Duxbury Room**

**3rd Floor Student Union**

brought to you by

**The Bridgewater Arts Review**

---

**Heathbreak House at BSC**

The Department of Speech Communication, Theatre, and Communication Disorders announces its Laboratory Theatre presentation of George Bernard Shaw's "Heathbreak House." The play, directed by Mark Twain, opens on November 17, and will be performed at 8:00 p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Sunday, and 3:00 p.m. Saturday, in the Student Union Auditorium. For further information, call the Theatre Department at (617) 491-9000.

---

**Heathbreak House at BSC**

The Department of Speech Communication, Theatre, and Communication Disorders announces its Laboratory Theatre presentation of George Bernard Shaw's "Heathbreak House." The play, directed by Mark Twain, opens on November 17, and will be performed at 8:00 p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Sunday, and 3:00 p.m. Saturday, in the Student Union Auditorium. For further information, call the Theatre Department at (617) 491-9000.
**Sports**

**Women Gear Up For Season**

The Bridgewater State women's basketball team hopes to continue winning ways in the 1983-84 season, under Coach of the Year Carol Nolan, who led the team to a third place finish in the MAASCAC (6-11). The team is also heavily recruited for the upcoming season, with a large number of returning players and some exciting freshmen.

**Bears Business**

The 1983-84 men's basketball team will be a "new look" team this year. The team returns its coaching staff and continues on throughout the season with a new head coach, Mark Dias, who takes over for the retiring coach, Mark Mass, and joins the varsity as the new point guard. Brian Mahoney and Richard Callicutt will be the top backs, and Hachey who had 4 points per game last season. Mark Dias (9-11) who has been selected this year's captain. Dias led the team in assists last season. "He is the most consistent player on the team. He is very good at handling the ball," Coach Dias considers the MAASCAC a "very good team."

**Basketball Returns To Kelly Gym This Week**

**Winter Athletic Schedule 1983-84**

**BSC Karate Heads For Tournament**

By John Marson

The Bridgewater State College Shoto-Kan Karate Club is heading to Boston College this Sunday for the first N.E.K.C.C. (New England Karate Conference) Tournament this semester.

**Signups For Intramural Basketball Will Take Place on December 1 in the Kelly Gym at 7:00 p.m.**
Women Gear Up For Season

The Bridgewater State women's basketball team is hoping to continue their winning ways in the 1983-84 season, under Coach Chris Ruggiero. The team finished in a tie for second place (9-5-3) last year and hopes to improve.

Ruggiero has done a good job of recruiting this year. Many of the players have come back for the second year and some new ones have been added. One of the returning players is Mary-Jane O'Connor. She was the leading scorer last year and is expected to be a key player this year. Other returning players include Monica Hailey and Kim Phillips. Karl Dwyer and Tonya DuBois are also expected to contribute.

The team will open their season on November 21 against Smith College and Westfield A. This will be an important game as it will set the tone for the rest of the season. The team will then face a tough schedule with games against New England College, Western Connecticut State University, and Castleton State College.

The chemistry of the team will improve as the season goes on. The returning players are more experienced and will be able to help the newcomers get up to speed. The coaching staff is also very good and will be able to help the team improve.

Men's Team Will Have "New Look"

The 1983-84 men's basketball team will be a "new look" year. The team will have a new coach, a new captain, and some new players. New coach Mark Champlin has been hired to take over the team from the retiring coach, Paul Davis.

Champlin is a former player at Bridgewater and has been an assistant coach for the past two years. He is very familiar with the team and will be able to help them improve.

The team will have a new captain in Mark Davis (91) who will be returning. Davis is a senior and has played for the past three years. He is expected to be one of the leaders on the team.

The team will also have some new players. Some of the new players include: Mark Hailey, who is a junior and a transfer from the University of Massachusetts; Kim Phillips, who is a senior and a transfer from Eastern Nazarene College; and Tonya DuBois, who is a sophomore and a transfer from University of Maine/UMass-Boston.

The team will have to work hard to get back to the top of the league. They will have to improve their shooting and work on their teamwork. The team will have to be able to play well in all aspects of the game if they are to be successful.

Basketball Returns To Kelly Gym This Week.

Athletic Director Bob Ruggiero is looking to put together a special cheering section for all men's and women's varsity basketball home games. No musical talent is necessary. If you are interested, please contact Mike Ruggiero in the Athletic Department, located on the bottom floor in the library.

BSC Karate Heads For Tournament

By John Marcen

The Bridgewater State College Shuto-Kan Karate Club is heading to Boston College this Sunday for the first N.E.C.K.C. (New England Karate Conference) Tournament this semester.

The BSC Karate Team will be in the second place ranking of the conference and is looking to improve on their showing at the tournament. They will be competing against other schools from the region, including M.I.T., Boston College, and Northeastern University.

The tournament will take place on Saturday, December 11th at Kelly Gym. The winners will receive trophies and ribbons for their achievements. The tournament will feature multiple divisions including women's, men's, and mixed divisions.

For Intramural Basketball this semester, the tournament will be held at Kelly Gym on February 1st at 7:00 p.m. There will be a $1.00 entry fee for each team.

The tournament will feature multiple divisions including women's, men's, and mixed divisions.

For Intramural Basketball this semester, the tournament will be held at Kelly Gym on Saturday, December 1st at 7:00 p.m. There will be a $1.00 entry fee for each team.

The tournament will feature multiple divisions including women's, men's, and mixed divisions.
Sports

Rugby Season Ends Even

By Tom Bell

The Bridgewater Rugby football club has earned out their record after their last game against Mass Maritime. The club came out 4-4 this last and is looking at a strong club for the spring season.

Captain Jim Lennon, when asked how he thought the backs worked out, said "I was really impressed with the performance of the veterans this year. Dick Molinari, Dave Belanger, Sproul (McCormick), and John Lennon really proved how well they can play." Daryl Johnson did as well as a rookie as "Fife Driver," Lennon added.

Jim Greco, the scrum cap- tain, had equal praise for the veterans. "Greco mentioned how the miraculous efforts of Greg Di Bona, Pete Schadow, Paul "Fluffy" Maloney, Dan Gamanash, Jim Hudson, Paul Schlegle and the forwards David Ambesi and Pete MacDonald and Matt (from p. 10) tough for the '83-84 Beavers to keep the kind of performance they had last season. The big difference over last year's team is their physicality even with the lack of height in the front court and the lack of playing experience for a majority of the squad.

To offset these, Coach Champagne plans to utilize the team's excellent shooting ability and overall team ability. "The bears are going to be a balanced scoring attack this year," Coach Lennon says. "And just as Daryl Johnson played a full court in every game, as well as regular games and regular man to man."

The most impressive performance of the veterans this Spring has been Jim Greco, the scrum captain. Greco mentioned how the miraculous efforts of Greg Di Bona, Pete Schadow, Paul "Fluffy" Maloney, Dan Gamanash, Jim Hudson, Paul Schlegle and the forwards David Ambesi and Pete MacDonald and Matt (from p. 10)

TOXIC WASTE: Revisited

By Janet Colby

In last week's issue of The Comment it was incorrectly reported that CEC dumped wastes into the beach near Pops of North Providence. It was not the fault of CEC, but the fault of the company that was responsible for dumping wastes into the beach, according to the company's president, who was named "Mr. Miller" in the original story. The fact is that CEC did not have the authority to dump wastes into the beach, but that the company was responsible for dumping wastes into the beach.

Another fact not men- tioned was that the CEC was not only under the control of BSC but that the contract for the CEC was with BSC. These facts were brought to the attention of The Commit- ment by BSC student whose parents were a general manager of the company's General Board of Directors. Ms. Bittman obtained his Ph.D. while working three years part-time.

Professor Miller finds BSC students attitudes toward learning positive. When asked why students seem to respond to the courses taught by him in a positive way, Professor Miller said: "I hope they all like what they are learning. Concepts are being presented in a way they can understand, and it is important to be comfortable with the course material, and to be able to understand it when properly taught."